CORE DISEASE WORKFLOWS

CLINICIAN-FOCUSED
DECISION SUPPORT WITHIN
YOUR EHR WORKFLOW

CORE DISEASE WORKFLOWS
Core Diabetes App
Glucose & Insulin Management Decision Support
AVAILABLE SOON:
Anticoagulation Management
Cardiac Care Management

“The addition of physician-specific worksheets for admission orders greatly enhances the care of diabetic patients at our hospital.”
ETTORE PALAZZO, MD, HOSPITALIST
EVERGREEN HEALTH

“The Core Diabetes App makes it easy for providers to grasp, in under 30 seconds, why blood sugars just went up or down and what needs to be done about it.”
BRENT WISSE, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
METABOLISM, ENDOCRINOLOGY AND NUTRITION
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

DASHBOARD
High-level, hospital-wide view of all hospital-based diabetes patients, updated in real-time.

FLOWSHEET
High-level, hospital-wide view of all hospital-based diabetes patients, updated in real-time.

CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT

REMEDIAI SAFETY ALERTS
Customizable alerting options align with your organizational priorities and clinical needs without increasing alert fatigue.

EHR-EMBEDDED APPS
No separate log-ins. No interfaces. Intuitive, easy-to-use decision support as you work. Embedded in documentation. Directly connected to orders. CBORD can be embedded for carb intakes.
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Workflow-Enhanced Decision Support

Measure ROI and value with the Core Diabetes App reporting tools. Highlight trends over time to identify locations and services struggling with glycemic control. Drill deeper to understand specific patient cases. Review flowsheets to identify and analyze issues. The Core Diabetes App provides a pathway to make the changes necessary to improve quality and safety using data-driven technology.

Specialty-Specific Workflows

Providers have what they need to administer effective glycemic care to every patient in the hospital at risk for hypoglycemia or prolonged hyperglycemia.

Clinical Decision Support

Supports system-wide adoption of a standards-based approach to best practices of insulin dosing and glucose management.

Your EHR–Only Better

“Of all the solutions we considered, the Core Diabetes App provides the best impact on regulatory compliance at the best price. The IT build was light and the EHR integration is seamless. We just implemented it a few months ago and the nurses tell me that the improvement in patient safety has already been significant.”

– DISTRICT DIRECTOR, PHARMACY SERVICES

The Core Workflow Suite of Apps

CORE CLINICAL WORKFLOWS
Workflow-enhanced Communication & Collaboration
- Core Work Manager App
- Core Notify App
- Core Messaging App

CORE DISEASE WORKFLOWS
Workflow-enhanced Decision Support
- Core Diabetes App
- Coming Soon: Anticoagulation & Cardiac Care Management

IT-FRIENDLY PLATFORM
Minimal Training, Immediate Benefits
- EHR-embedded, No Interfaces
- Enhanced by Machine-learning, AI, Voice
- Seamless Mobile-to-Desktop

The Core Workflow Suite. Proven in Use at 120+ Cerner Hospitals.